Of these, Roman et al. proposed a mask estimation method based on a supervised learning algorithm [3]. They trained a mask model In this paper, we propose a new mask estimation method for the in the ITD-ILD plane to obtain a mask pattern for each analysis computational auditory scene analysis (CASA) of speech using frame. However, there existed a discontinuity in mask patterns two microphones. The proposed method is based on a hidden along the analysis frames since the mask patterns were assumed to Markov model (HMM) in order to incorporate an observation that be independent over each analysis frame. the mask information should be correlated over contiguous analyIn this paper, we propose a mask estimation method which insis frames. In other words, HMM is used to estimate the mask incorporates an observation that the mask information should be formation represented as the interaural time difference (ITD) and correlated over contiguous analysis frames. Here, a hidden Markov the interaural level difference (ILD) of two channel signals, and the model (HNM ) is used to estimate the mask information that reestimated mask information is finally employed in the separation flects the continuous properties of speech signals. The proposed of desired speech from noisy speech. To show the effectiveness of method is then applied to the construction of a front-end for speech the proposed mask estimation, we then compare the performance recognition. of the proposed method with that of a Gaussian kernel-based estiFollowing this introduction, Section 2 describes how a frontmation method in terms of the performance of speech recognition.
INTRODUCTION findings in Section 6.
Selective hearing is a useful mechanism for extracting a desired 2. SPEECH RECOGNITION FRONT-END signal in noisy acoustic environments, often called the "cocktail BASED ON CASA party effect" [1] . In the human auditory system, a desired signal is localized and separated by the time and intensity difference of the Fig. 1 shows a schematic diagram of a speech recognition frontarrival signals at each of the two ears, differences referred to as the end based on CASA. The front-end separates the desired speech interaural time difference (ITD) and the interaural level difference from noisy speech in a multiple microphone environment by em-(ILD), respectively. In other words, human listeners are able to ploying the mask information, and then extracts the speech recoglocalize sound sources using ITDs and ILDs, and then focus their nition features. In this section, we describe how a front-end for attention on the localized sound signal. In a similar fashion, comspeech recognition can be constructed using CASA.
putational auditory scene analysis (CASA) attempts to separate sounds into a target signal and noise using ITDs and ILDs when 2.1. Auditory periphery sounds come in two or more microphones [2] . To this end, timefrequency (T-F) mask information is first estimated from ITDs and Binaural input signals with a sampling rate of 16 kHz are decomILDs. Then, since the T-F mask information indicates whether a posed into auditory spectral signals by employing a gammatone particular T-F region includes target speech dominantly or noise filterbank [4] with 32 channels, in which the center frequencies are dominantly, the target speech can be retrieved after applying the linearly spaced in an ERB-scale [5] from 50 Hz to 8 kHz. Here, the estimated T-F mask to the sounds. Accordingly, correct estimation auditory spectral signals are windowed with a rectangular window of the mask information is required to obtain good separation perwith a time resolution of 20 ms and a frame rate of 100 Hz. formance. The envelopes of the left and right auditory spectral signals, There has been a number of research works investigating mask envL (i, j) and envR (1,1j), for the i-th frequency channel and the]jestimation in binaural (or two-microphone) environments reported.
th frame are computed as follows.
978-1-4244-2338-5/08/$25.00 ©C2008 IEEE N-1 N-1 and all time frames. After that, the time lag rma where the pooled envL (i,]j) Z ,xjJ (n) and envR (I,j) ZxR (n) (1) cross-correlation is maximized can .e estimated as follows.
n=O n=O where xl'(n) and XR1 (n) represent the n-th left and right auditory rm,ax= arg maxC -(r (5) spectral signals for the i-th frequency channel and the j-th frame, respectively, and N is the number of speech samples of a frame
Note that the left channel is selected as the speech channel if 320 in this paper. Note that when envL(i,Ij) or envR(i,j) is plotrma is negative; otherwise, the right channel is selected. Finally, ted for each frequency channel over time in the log domain, an the envelope extracted from the corresponding channel is used for auditory spectrogram is obtained, referred to as a rate map.
the speech recognition front-end, further described in Section 2.4.
Binaural cue extraction

Mask estimation
In order to estimate mask patterns, we extract an ITD and an ILD The mask information is extracted from the estimated ITDs and for each i-th frequency channel andj-th frame. To achieve this, we ILDs, and used to separate the desired speech from noisy speech. In order to construct a front-end for speech recognition, a mask where * indicates a complex conjugate, and Tranges from -16 to pattern is first applied to noisy speech. Let us define the estimated 16, corresponding to the range from -1 ms to 1 ms at a sampling mask information as m (i, ) for the i-th frequency channel and the rate of 16 kHz. Next, we estimate an lTD for the i-th frequency j-th frame. This mask information is used to estimate the envelope 
where I is the total number of the gammatone filters and set to 32 Each trained model provides a mask value obtained from the ratio 10 10 of speech probability and noise probability in the two-dimensional ITD-ILD plane. As a result, the mask information could be esti-30 60 90 120 150 30 60 90 120 150 mated by searching for a mask value corresponding to the ITD and Frames Frames ILD of each T-F region on the assumption that the mask patterns (c) (
are independent over each analysis frame. In order to construct the baseline system with the Gaussian Figure 2 : Comparison of mask patterns for a mixture of target kernel-based mask estimation method, we train the Gaussian kerspeech at 0°and female speech noise at 40°for 10 dB SNR; (a) nel-based mask models. As a first step, ITDs and ILDs are exthe rate map, (b) the ideal mask, (c) the Gaussian kernel-based tracted from the training database, as described in Section 4. ,~~~~~~1 +exp{a[R(i,j)-05]} signals are initially filtered using a head-related impulse response modeled from a KEMAR dummy head [7] . Then, the filtered where PSpeelh(i,j) and PNose (i,j) are the speech and noise probspeech and noise signals are combined.
In other words, speech signals are filtered using an URIR with abilities for the i-th frequency channel and the j-th frame, respecan angle of 0°; the noise signals are convolved with HRIRs that tively, and a represents the gradient of a sigmoid function set at transform signals with angles of 10', 20' and 40'. Finally, the 3.7 from exhaustive search. The estimated mask information speech and noise signals are combined with different signal-tom(i, j) is used in Eq. (6) for the speech recognition front-end.
noise ratios (SNRs) of 0, 10 and 20 dB. In this paper, to train Fig. 2 compares the mask patterns obtained by the proposed HMMs we simulated five different noise signals: female speech, HMM-based mask estimated method with those from the Gaussian male speech, music, babble, and car noise.
kernel-based mask estimation method described in Section 3 and the ideal mask, where the ideal mask is obtained by comparing the 4.2. 11MM-based mask estimation speech and noise energy prior to mixing [10] . As shown in the figure, the mask patterns using the proposed HM4M-based mask Mask models are based on 3-state, left-to-right, single mixture estimation method are more similar to the ideal mask patterns than HMMs, and trained using the HTK version 3.2 Toolkit [8] . As a those obtained by the Gaussian kernel-based mask estimation method. 
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